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Welcome

Hello all,

Thanks for agreeing to participate in the EETT ARRA program. It’s a pleasure to work with you in developing iPod and online resources to use in Language Arts and Algebra readiness programs. We’re going to be covering a wide amount of ground during the training, from the technical aspects of iPods to the very specific subject area content.

To get started look over the training agenda below and watch the videos on this page. The videos will give you some background into mobile device deployments in districts (Minnesota video) and hopefully inspire on how technology impacts learning (Chris Lehmann video). Then look at the pages for your content area as well as the iPod and ideas pages. These will give you insight into some of the different technologies we’re going to be using through this program. I find a most exciting feature of this program the undiscovered nature of what we’re doing; quite certainly this intersection of mobile learning, online learning and Common Core Content Standards is at the very cutting edge if not bleeding edge of education.

I hope you enjoy the training and look forward to working with you.

Cheers,
Robert
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